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Abstract We discuss local R-symmetry as a potentially powerful new model building tool. We first review and clarify that a U( 1) R-symmetry can only be gauged in local and not in global supersymmetry. We determine the anomaly-cancellation conditions for the gauged R-symmetry. For the standard superpotential these equations have no solution, independently of how many Standard Model singlets are added to the model. There is also no solution when we increase the number of families and the number of pairs of Higgs doublets. When the Green-Schwarz mechanism is employed to cancel the anomalies, solutions only exist for a large number of singlets. We find many anomalyfree family-independentmodels with an extra SU(3),, octet chiral superfield. We consider in detail the conditions for an anomaly-free family-dependent U( 1)R and find solutions with one, two, three and four extra singlets. Only with three and four extra singlets do we naturally obtain sfermion masses of the order of the weak scale. For these solutions we consider the spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry and the R-symmetry in the context of local supersymmetry. In general the U(I)R gauge group is broken at or close to the Planck scale. We consider the effects of the R-symmetry on baryon- and lepton-number violation in supersymmetry. There is no logical connection between a conserved R-symmetry and a conserved R-parity. For conserved R-symmetry we have models for all possibilities of conserved or broken R-parity. Most models predict dominant effects which could be observed at HERA.



1. Introduction Supersymmetry combines fields of different spin into supermultiplets. It includes the special possibility of a symmetry which distinguishes between the fermionic and the bosonic component of a N = I supersymmetric superfield. Such symmetries are called R-symmetries and they are particular to supersymmetry. As such, they deserve special attention when considering the implications of supersymmetry. R-parity can be thought of as a discrete R-symmetry and has been widely discussed in the context of the 0550-3213/96/$15.00 (~ 1996 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved SSDI 0 5 5 0 - 3 2 1 3 ( 9 5 ) 0 0 5 8 3 - 8
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minimal supersymmetric Standard Model and its extensions. There is also a considerable amount of literature on global R-symmetries and their phenomenological implications. It is the purpose of this paper to reconsider local R-symmetries in the context of local supersymmetry and to make first steps towards a realistic model. R-symmetries were first introduced in g l o b a l supersymmetry by Salam and Strathdee [1] and by Fayet [2] in order to enforce global lepton or baryon number. In the following years, the discrete symmetry R-parity [3] has been imposed to prohibit all dimension-four lepton- and baryon-number violating interactions which arise in the supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model. Global R-invariance has been proposed as a solution to the strong CP-problem [4], the mu problem [5-7], and the problem of the neutron electric dipole moment [4,8]. Global R-invariance prohibits tree-level gaugino masses. This leads to the interesting possibility that the gaugino masses are generated radiatively or through a dynamical mechanism and thus predicted [9,7,10]. If the global R-symmetry remains unbroken to low energies [7] then only the electroweak gaugino masses can be generated after SU(2)L × U(1)y breaking. (A bi-scalar muterm must be generated or inserted by hand in the soft-susy breaking sector.) The radiative gluino mass is very light [9,10] and excluded [ 1 1 ]. A heavy gluino can be obtained by adding an SU(3)c octet chiral superfield [7]. One then loses any prediction for the gluino mass. This is not very natural but it is consistent with experiment. However, the potential of the scalar component of the octet is necessarily unrestricted and typically breaks SU(3)c. If the global R-invariance is spontaneously broken [ 10] one has an unwanted light pseudo Goldstone boson. The gaugino masses can still be generated radiatively and the gluino is light [10]. One can add explicit R-breaking terms which give mass to the axion. However, if these terms are large this renders the R-symmetry meaningless. Recently, global R-symmetries have been seen to arise in so-called generic models of global supersymmetry breaking [12]. The problems of the axion from R-breaking are resolved when embedded into local supersymmetry through explicit breaking terms [ 13 ]. Thus models with global R-symmetry suffer from an axion or a light gluino problem. Beyond the immediate phenomenological problem of constructing a model with global R-symmetry there is a more fundamental problem. Supersymmetry breaking is necessarily embedded in local supersymmetry. Local supersymmetry automatically includes gravity and global symmetries are most likely broken by quantum gravity effects [ 14]. Thus at low energies we do not expect global symmetries such as baryon or lepton number to be fundamental symmetries of nature but only symmetries of the low-energy effective lagrangian. At high energy we expect all relevant symmetries to be gauge symmetries. We shall thus investigate whether an R-symmetry can be gauged. We provide a new local symmetry as a model-building tool. Our paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we show that an R-symmetry can only be gauged in local supersymmetry. In Section 3 we then consider the conditions for an anomaly-free gauged R-symmetry and find several solutions. In Section 4 we discuss the spontaneous breaking of the R-symmetry and of supersymmetry. We find the important result that the R-symmetry is always broken at or near the Planck scale. In
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Section 5 we consider the implications for R-parity violation. In Section 6 we offer our conclusions and an outlook.



2. R-invariant supersymmetric theories Below we first discuss R-symmetries in global supersymmetry and in the following subsection extend the discussion to local supersymmetric theories, where R-symmetries have not been as widely discussed.



2.1. Global supersymmetry For globally supersymmetric theories the global R-transformations are defined as a transformation on the superfields [11



Vk(x,O,O ) ---+Vk(x,Oe-ia,Oeia), Si ( x , O, O) --~ ei"'" Si ( x , Oe - i~ , Oei~ ) ,



(2.1)



where Vk is a gauge vector multiplet with components Vku, Ak, and Dk and Si are lefthanded chiral superfields with components zi, Xi, and F/. Thus the Grassman coordinates 0, t~ have non-trivial R-charge



O---~e-i~o,



O--+eiaO,



fdO---+eia/dO,



/dO--+e-iafdO.



(2.2)



The latter two transformations hold since for Grassman variables integration is like differentiation. The R-transformations act on the components of the superfields as



V~' ( Ak)L (,~k)R Dk



~ --+ ~ --,



V~, e x p ( - - i a ) ( ak)c, exp(ia)(ak)e, Dk,



and



Zi ~ exp(inia)zi, Xi --~ e x p { i y s ( n i - 1 ) a } X i , Fi --+ e x p { i ( n i - 2)c~}Fi.



(2.3)



We see that all gauginos transform non-trivially and with the same charge. The scalar fermions transform differently from their fermionic superpartners as we expect for an R-symmetry. However, different chiral supermultiplets will in general have different R-charge, and R-transformations are more general than lepton or baryon number. The action for the superpotential



J d2O g( Si),



(2.4)



is invariant provided that the superpotentiai transforms as



g(Si) --+ e-Ziag(Si),



(2.5)



under the transformation (2.1). Here we have made use of (2.2). We see that the superpotential transforms non-trivially. This is one essential fact of R-symmetries. The kinetic terms of the vector and scalar multiplets are of the form
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/d20d29[(-Se2~V)~s~]



+



f doww+f O%W d



(2.6)



where Wl3 = D 2 ( e - V D ~ e V ) ,



W/3 = D 2 ( e - V D B e V ) ,



(2.7)



are automatically invariant under (2.1), i.e. W# --* e - ' " W B ,



W B --* e ' " W B.



(2.8)



In this paper, we focus on the possibility of locally R-symmetric theories. However, as we now discuss it is not possible in globally supersymmetric theories to promote the global R-invariance to a local one. An easy way to see this is to notice that when the R-parameter o~ becomes x-dependent then the transformations (2.2) change to 0 ---+ Oe - i a ( r ) ,



0 - ~ Oe ia(x) ,



(2.9)



which is a special form of a local superspace transformation. In more detail, one can also see this from Eq. (2.3) which implies that all gauginos have R-charge, including the R-gauginos. If the R-symmetry is to become a local symmetry then the R-gauge vector boson VuR will have to couple to the R-gauginos AR in the form 1 --R



£ ..~ AL(~?u -- i g g V f f ) y , ARc + --R AR( O. + ,.g R V ~ ) y " A ~,



(2.10)



since the gauginos of opposite chirality have non-trivial and opposite R-charge (2.3). The above equation implies the coupling £ ,.~ g e - A e y u y s A g v ~ ,



(2.1 1 )



in the lagrangian which is an axial interaction and is not present in the action (2.6). In order to construct a supersymmetric lagrangian containing (2.11) we must consider its supersymmetric transformation. It contains the term 2 R , ,R ~vR vR FR gRe tzpp~r-e y u a~ R ~r~pv,~ = ~tzpp*r ~ v.~, ., . p,~,



(2.12)



since the supersymmetric variation of the gaugino term &t R contains -~,u~-=R erU~. • is the infinitesimal parameter of the supersymmetry transformation. The above term cannot be cancelled without departing from the setting of global supersymmetry. From Eq. (2.3) it is clear that the R-symmetry generator R does not commute with the supersymmetry generator Q. In the literature this is quoted as an argument that an R-symmetry cannot be gauged. Explicitly we have [15] [Q~, R] = i ( y s ) ~ Q # .



(2.13)



Thus R-symmetry is an extension of supersymmetry with the chirai generator and the extension is a graded Lie algebra. If the R-generator of a globally R-supersymmetric I The lower index (L, R) on the gaugino A is the chirality and the upper index R indicates the gauge group. 2 We make use of the identity Y,,Yl~Ya = gal~Ya + gj3ay~ -- gaaYB + iE~,~aY~% ~.
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theory is promoted to a local symmetry then the above equation can only hold if the transformation parameters of the supersymmetry algebra are x-dependent, i.e. Q~ is the generator of a local transformation. Thus R-symmetries are intimately connected with supersymmetry: a locally R-invariant theory can only be constructed in a locally supersymmetric framework; in global supersymmetry only global R-symmetries can be constructed.



2.2. Local supersymmetry In local supersymmetry the field content is extended to include a spin-2 graviton and a spin -3 gravitino. From Eq. (2.3) we generalize the R-symmetry to the graviton multiplet as ill



e/~



~



In



g#,



~u --* exp( - i a y s ) ~ u .



(2.14)



From the above and Eqs. (2.3), (2.10) we see that a possible R-gauge boson would couple axially to the gravitino, the gauginos, and the chiral fermions. It was first noticed by Freedman [16] that the axial gauge vector can couple to the gauginos and the gravitinos in an invariant way in local supersymmetry. The variation of (2.11) is then cancelled by the variation of the term



e - ' C = t--~pyU~F~, yPA e, x/2



(2.15)



in the action since t~gu contains gRVf, ySe. Later, Das et al. [17] extended the FayetIlliopoulos model [ 18] of global supersymmetry to local supersymmetry. They found that the abelian gauge theory was chiral and just that of Freedman [16]. These results [ 16,17] were reproduced in Ref. [19] including the gravitational auxiliary fields. Stelle and West [20] then derived the action for the Fayet-Illiopoulos term in local supersymmetry in the superconformal framework [ 21 ]



f d4x daOEe-~Xk vk '



( 2. 16)



where E is the superspace determinant and ( is the constant of the Fayet-Illiopoulos term. The expression (2.16) is invariant under the U( 1 ) n gauge transformations i vR-~vR+--(A--A), ge



E--~ Ee i-~'1 ~)



DaA=0,



(2.17) (2.18)



The superspace determinant transforms non-trivially. In Ref. [16] it was shown that this implies a U(I)R charge ~( for the gauginos and the gravitino. In the previous section we had a global R-charge +1 for the gauginos which corresponds to the choice ( = 2. Barbieri et al. [22] extended this analysis to include matter fields in a general superpotential. In the superconformal framework an invariant superpotential is constructed by
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introducing a compensating superconformal chiral multiplet So which transforms under the U( 1)R gauge group as



So ~ e+i(ASo,



So ~ e-i(a-So,



(2.19)



and such that the matter multiplets transform as 3



Si --+ e-in'~-asi,



~i ~ ein,~'~i '



(2.20)



with U( 1 )R charge ni. Then the action



[S3og(Si)]g ,



(2.21)



is invariant under the gauge transformations (2.7)-(2.9) provided



g(Si) ~ e-3i(Ag(Si).



(2.22)



The superpotential has a net U(1)R charge just as in Eq. (2.5). We obtain the same 2 Thus it is found that the generalization of the charge +2 again for the choice sc = 3" Fayet-Illiopoulos term to local supersymmetry leads to a gauged R-symmetry! In Ref. [23] Ferrara et al. showed that any R-invariant gauged action can be put into the canonical form of local supersymmetry [24]. The most general lagrangian with local R-symmetry (with not more than two derivatives for the component fields) and local supersymmetry is given by [ 23 ]



E = --½ [-Soe-'g~V~Soqb( Si, (-Sieni(g~V")e2gV) ] D



+ ([g(Si)S3]F- [f~I~(Si)W~W#]F- [fR(Si)W~]F + h.c.), (2.23) WR is the field strength of the vector multiplet VR, a propagating gauge field,



where and where the function ~b is invariant under (2.20). W" is the field strength of other (non-R-)gauge groups, e.g. of SU(2)L. To convert (2.23) into the familiar supergravity form, we first rescale the compensating multiplet So



So --~ Sog-U3,



(2.24)



which reduces the first two terms in (2.23) to



_1



2



¢b(Si,-SiendgnV~e2;~v) ]



SoS0 - - - ~ i / 3



(g*(ff)e3~g~vug(Si))



+ [S3]F.



(2.25)



JD



Using the invariance of the denominator of the first term in (2.25) under gauge transformations (including the R-ones), the denominator can be rewritten in the form



(g* (~e'n"'V~e2'V)g( Si) )l/3 3 Note that the chiral fields "Si transform with ~ and not with A. Thus



(2.26) g(Si)g* (Si) is not R-invariant.
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provided that g satisfies the property (2.22). Here ~, is the gauge coupling of the nonR-gauge groups. In the minimal formulation of supergravity the terms in (2.25) take the form



3



2



[~oSoe~/3]



D



+ [S~]F,



(2.27)



which implies that



e~/3



fb( Si, S'engu~VUe2~V)



1



= - /



-i



, J/3"



(2.28)



3 ~g(Si)g* (Nen"~u~v%2xv)) Then all the results of Ref. [24] hold except covariant derivatives include V R4. The function G(zi, gi) can be expressed in the form



~(zi, ~i) = 3 In( ~d~(zi, ~i)) _ In Ig(zi)g*(z i) I-



(2.29)



The non-invariance of the term ln lg(zi)g*(zi) I under R-transformations implies the appearance of the Fayet-Illiopoulos term in the potential. This follows because the D-term of the R-multiplet



gR G i n iZi



=



(~i



gR 3



gi)



' g



(2.30)



lTiZi



has a constant piece as a consequence of the homogeneity of the superpotential g



nizigl = 3(g.



(2.31)



We shall see in Section 4 that this term is very important when considering the scalar potential. It leads to a cosmological constant of order K4 which must be cancelled by an appropriate term. As we shall see this fixes the scale of U( 1 )R -breaking. So far we have started with a superpotential g, holomorphic in zi and a K~ihler potential ~b. When constructing an R-invariant lagrangian we explicitly included terms coupling VuRto all gauginos (including the R-gaugino) and the gravitino. We then showed how g and ~b can be combined to G. For illustration, we reverse this procedure and start with a N = 1 locally supersymmetric action characterized by a function G of the form (2.29) and where the superpotential g(zi) is homogeneous of degree 3~:. To obtain the physical couplings we perform the reverse chiral rotations



(~) 1/4 ~ttz c ---+



~tl~L,



(__~)1/4 A~L ---r



/~aL,



(~__.)1/4 XLi ---+



XLi.



(2.32)



Then the coupling of the vector V~R to the scalars is of the form D u z i = cTtzZi - gRni VizRZi.



4 See the addendum in Ref. [23] for the special casc where the superpotential vanishes.



(2.33)
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The coupling to the spinors Xi of the chiral superfields is given in terms of G by



--f(L#zjxkR(O.~ + { o,iko,j) + O~y(L~DXjR.



(2.34)



For normalized kinetic energies G,~ = _ 12~ , this gives an effective V~ coupling to the spinors of the chiral superfields of 5



D ~XiL = oqlz.)(iL



-



-



igR( ni -- 3 ( ) V~ XiL.



(2.35)



The gauginos and gravitinos have "naive" weight zero in the G formulation. This can be seen in particular from the rotations (2.32) which apparently change the weights of the fermionic fields. Thus the covariant derivative contains no gauge field V~. However, the full coupling is given by -½a0a



'-



=-½~r



a



~'(o~,ac 1



i ,, " 3 V/zR AL) , - tgesC~



-



I



(2.36)



-



i



e - l e~'vP~ ( - ~ i z ~/5TvDp~t,r + ~tlz TvCp~.jD~r zi ) .



¼e-,e/zvp,~/uysy" (Dye,, . . .



• 3 R~P,:L), tgn~V},



(2.37)



where we have made use of (2.31 ). Therefore, as before, the charge of the gauginos and gravitinos is is 3 c. Note that this applies to all gauginos, including the R-gaugino itself. Thus there is a ARARV~ coupling even though U ( l ) n is an abelian gauge group. The spinors Xit have R-charge ( n i - 3~) and their scalar superpartners zi have charge ni. 2 These numbers coincide with the ones used in the global case for sc = .~ so that any term in the superpotential g must satisfy ~ ni 2 and the superpotential cannot contain a constant term because of (2.31). Throughout the rest of the paper we fix the convention to =



¢ = _~. 2



(2.38)



2.3. Superconformal approach To understand what made gauging the R-symmetry possible we consider the embedding in the superconformal approach. The superconformal group has the generators



(Pm, Mmn, Kin,D),



(Qa,Sa),



A.



(2.39)



The first set of four generators form the conformal group of translations, rotations, conformal boosts and dilatations. The second set of two are the fermionic generators of supersymmetry and the "superpartner" of Kin. The last (bosonic) generator A is a continuous chiral U(I ) symmetry. However, there is no corresponding kinetic term and thus no propagating gauge boson. Superconformal gravity is based on gauging the superconformal group and then adding constraints on the field strengths corresponding to Pro, Mmn, and So. The constraints are 5 We neglect here couplings to other gauge fields.
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solved for the M,,n, K,,, and S,~ gauge fields and the transformations of the gauge fields are modified so that the constraints are preserved. In Eq. (2.23) we presented the superconformal action with an additional U( 1 )R gauge group denoted by WR. This action thus contains two extra U( 1 ) 's beyond those contained in the W'~, namely U( 1 ) R and the U( 1 ) A of the superconformal group. Multiplets transform under the full superconformal group. The compensating muitiplet So in (2.19) transforms under both the U(1 )R and superconformal transformations. Under the chiral A transformations Si transforms as I •



(2.40)



(~AZi = ~tniZiAA,



(2.41)



t ~ a X i L = l i(ni _ ~ 3 ( ) XiLAA,



where zi and Xi are the scalar and spinor components of the chiral multiplets Si. Reducing the superconformal to superpoincar6 invariance is done by fixing the real and imaginary part of z0, the spinor X0 (the components of So) and b u (the gauge field of dilatation). This, however, will also break the U( 1 )R invariance. But a linear combination of U( 1)R and the chiral generator A will survive; the resulting group we again call U( 1 )R. The transformed So in (2.24) is neutral under the new U(1)R gauge group as can be seen from Eqs. (2.19) and (2.22). Fixing the superconformal gauge on the transformed So breaks the superconformal group to the superpoincar6 but leaves the U( 1 )R invariant.



3. Conditions for the cancellation of anomalies 3.1. Family-independent gauged R-symmetry



We have seen in the last section that it is only possible to construct a gauged Rinvariant theory in the framework of locally supersymmetric theories. To build a realistic model the new U( 1)R gauge symmetry should be anomaly-free. To be specific we shall take the N = 1 locally supersymmetric theory to have the gauge group GSM X U(1)R _= SU(3)c



x



SU(2)L



X



U(1)y



X



U(1)R,



(3.1)



which is that of the Standard Model extended by U ( I ) R . The matter chiral multiplets are taken to be the quarks, leptons and a pair of Higgs doublets with the addition of GSM singlets, N, and z,,. These multiplets are denoted by L" ( 1 , 2 , - ~ ,J 1), u- (L 1,-~,2 U), H " ( ! , 2 , 7, 'h),



-



E" ( 1 , l , l , e ) , ~" (3,1 , ~' , d ) , N" (1,1,0, n),



1 Q (3,2, g, q), H " ( 1 , 2 , - 7 , h) ,



(3.2)



Zm " ( 1 , 1 , 0 , Z,,,),



where we have indicated in parentheses the GSM, and U( 1 ) R quantum numbers, respectively. The U(1)R quantum numbers are for the chiral fermions. The bosons will have numbers shifted by one unit, e.g. for the slepton doublet it is 1 + 1 (cf. Eq. (2.3)).
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We shall assume that the superpotential in the observable sector has the form



ij - j n 4- hNNHH, g(O) = h~Li-Ejn + hiJoQi-DjH 4, huQiU



(3.3)



where hE, hD, hu are the generation mixing Yukawa couplings and hN is an additional Yukawa coupling. So at this stage we assume the theory conserves R-parity. We have added the term N H H instead of izHH as in the MSSM, in order to incorporate a possible solution to the mu-problem via a vacuum expectation value (N). The singlets Zm only couple in the hidden sector. The only requirement that comes from R-invariance on the form of g(O) is that it should transform with a global phase under the R-transformations as in Eq. (2.22). This implies that l+ e + h=-l,



(3.4)



q 4. d 4. h = - l ,



(3.5)



q+u+h=-l,



(3.6)



n + h + h=-l.



(3.7)



We have employed our convention (2.38). The - 1 corresponds to ~'~ ni = 2 since we are now considering the fermionic charges, which are shifted by 1, i.e. ~'~(n f + 1) = 2 as seen from Eq. (2.3). At this stage we have also assumed that the R-charges are family independent, e.g. lj = 12 = 13 = I. Since the U ( I ) R gauge boson is a propagating gauge boson, we must consider the relevant anomaly conditions. These conditions severely constrain the R-numbers appearing in Eq. (3.2). We shall require the U ( 1 ) ~ anomaly, and the mixed U ( I ) R - U(1)v, U ( I ) R - SU(2)L, and U ( I ) R - SU(3)c anomalies to vanish. The hypercharge anomalies are satisfied by our choice of U ( l ) y charges. The equations for the absence of the U ( l )y - U ( 1 )R anomalies give CI -= Tr Y2R=0,



(3.8)



TrYR 2 =0,



(3.9)



T r R 3 =0.



(3.10)



These can be rewritten in terms of the R-quantum numbers as 3 [ ½ l + e + ~ q +' 3[_12 + e 2 + q2



4u 3 + ½ d ] 4 , ½ ( h + h ) = 0,



(3.11)



2u 2 + d 2] - h 2 + h 2 z 0 ,



(3.12)



3 [ 213 4. e 3 4. 6q 3 4. 3u 3 4. 3d 3 ] 4, 2h 3 4, 2h 3 4. 16 4. n 3 4. ~



~,, " 3 = 0.



(3.13)



In the last equation the term 16 = 13 4. 3 is due to the 13 gauginos present in our model (SU(3)c : 8, SU(2)L : 3, U ( 1 ) y : 1, and U ( I ) R : 1) as well as the gravitino. The gravitino contribution is three times that of a gaugino [26]. As seen in Eqs. (2.36), (2.37), they all have R-charge 1. The absence of the mixed U( 1 )R - SU(2)L anomalies implies the condition 6"2 = Trisu~2)}R = 0,



(3.14)
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where the trace is limited to the non-trivial SU(2) muitiplets. This is evaluated as 3[½1 + 3q] + ½(h + h) + 2 = 0.



(3.15)



The constant 2 is due to the SU(2) gauginos. For an arbitrary group SU(N) the trace over the product of the adjoint representation generators is just N. Similarly the absence of the mixed U( 1 )R -- SU(3)C anomalies implies



C3 =- Tr{su(3)}R = 0,



(3.16)



where now the trace is limited to non-trivial SU(3)c multiplets,



1 + 3[q + ~u



½ d ] + 3 0 =.



(3.17)



The cancellation of the mixed gravitational anomaly [25] requires T r R = 0,



(3.18)



where the trace is taken over all states because of the universality of the gravitational coupling. This implies



3121+e+6q+3u+3d]



+ 2 ( h + h) - 8 + n + ~ z m = O .



(3.19)



The term - 8 = 13 - 2 1 is due to the 13 gauginos as well as the gravitino. In the gravitational anomaly the gravitino contribution is - 2 1 times the gaugino contribution [26] 6 To solve the set of ten Eqs. ( 3 . 4 ) - ( 3 . 7 ) , ( 3 . 1 1 ) - ( 3 . 1 3 ) , (3.15), (3.17), and (3.19) we note that the seven Eqs. ( 3 . 4 ) - ( 3 . 6 ) , (3.11), (3.12), (3.15), and (3.17) form a decoupled system with the seven unknowns 1, e, q, u, d, h, and h. It is straightforward to show that these equations are incompatible and do not have a solution. This is independent of whether we replace the N H H term by IzHH in the superpotential. Therefore, we conclude that when the R-numbers of the fields are family independent the U( 1 ) R extension of the supersymmetric Standard Model is anomalous. There are several ways around this problem of which we shall in turn discuss three. First, we shall consider whether the anomaly can be cancelled by the Green-Schwarz mechanism [27]. Second, we shall consider adding additional fields which transform non-trivially under GSM, and third we shall consider a family-dependent U(1)R .



3.2. Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation The Green-Schwarz mechanism of anomaly cancellation relies on coupling the system to a linear multiplet (B~,,, ~b, X) where B~, is an antisymmetric tensor. The field strength of Bu, is given by



H =dB,



(3.20)



6 We thank D. Castano, D. Freedman, and C. Manuel for pointing out to us the difference in the anomaly contribution of a gaugino and the gravitino in Eqs. (3.13), (3.19). This was treated incorrectly in an earlier version of this paper.
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and (3.21)



B = Bs,~dx~ A d x ~,



is a two-form. In order to cancel the mixed gauge anomalies the action for B,~ is n o t given by H 2, which is gauge and Lorentz invariant, but instead by 2 2. H is classically gauge and Lorentz non-invariant and is given by =H



-



o)



TM



--



(3.22)



OgL.



Here w TM = T r ( A d A



+ 52A3 )'



(3.23)



w L = t r ( 0 9 d o 9 + ~2O93 ),



(3.24) (3.25)



a = g~aa~T a d x ~.



Tr is a trace over the gauge group and tr is a trace over the Lorentz-Clifford algebra. A is a one-form and T a are the generators of S U ( 3 ) c , SU(2)c, U(1)v, and U(I)R, while l



ab



i



,a



(3.26)



o9 = 5o) u O'ah aX ,



is the spin connection one-form. The non-invariant part of the gauge transformations of ~¢2 are of exactly the same form as the mixed gauge anomalies CI, C2, and C3 of the previous subsection. The combined action is gauge invariant, i.e. the transformation of 2 2 cancels the mixed gauge anomalies, provided Cl



C2



kl



k2



C3 k3 "



(3.27)



Here the ki are real constants which take into account the different normalization of the gauge group generators. In string theories the ki are the KaY-Moody levels of the gauge algebra. In almost all string models we have k2 = k3. Most string models have been constructed at level k = 1 for non-abelian groups, k~ is not necessarily integer. For k2 = k3 (not necessarily = 1 ) the anomaly cancellation conditions are compatible if and only if C2 = C1 + 6.



(3.28)



As in Ref. [28], we can simplify the equations by assuming that C2 C~



3 5'



which corresponds to the choice sin 20w



(3.29) g3 at the unification scale. In this case



CI = - 1 5 ,



(3.30)



C2 = C3 = - 9 .



(3.31)
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Then the anomaly cancellation equations can all be expressed in terms of one variable F = ~Q • l beyond the quantum numbers of the singlet fields Zm. The remaining equations are



-80 + 80o49 241~+ .~-19/t2+



3 t



+ Z



Zm = 0,



(3.32)



31t38"+ Z



~,,z'3= 0,



(3.33)



where we have added the contribution of the linear multiplet ( - 1 ) to both equations. These equations have no rational solution for zero or one singlet. We have performed a numerical scan for three singlets with charges m/6, and m an integer between - 2 0 0 and 200 and found no solution. It is not clear whether the situation would improve if we allow for different but realistic values for C2/Cj as the equations become very complicated. String models have also been constructed for level-two KaY-Moody algebras. We have considered the cases k2 = 2k3 and k3 = 2k2. The equations are of similar form to those above. There are no rational solutions for one or two singlets. We conclude that it is not possible to cancel the anomaly via the Green-Schwarz mechanism with a small number of singlets.



3.3. Non-singlet field extensions We want to briefly investigate what possible extensions of the field content could lead to an anomaly-free family-independent R-symmetry. First, we consider fields which transform under the electroweak gauge group. In order to maintain the anomaly cancellation in the Standard Model we allow for extra generations (Ng is the number of generations) and pairs of Higgs doublets Nh. The seven decoupled anomaly equations lead to the equation



3Nh Xg



Uh + 3"



(3.34)



This has no positive integer solutions. We thus consider the case of an extra SU(3)-octet chirai superfield Oc with GSM x U(1)R quantum numbers (8, 1,0, o,,). Octet extensions have also been considered, for example in Refs. [29,7]. The anomaly equations for (3.17) and (3.19) change, they are now 3 [ q + ~ ui +



½d] + 3 + 30,. = O, (3.35)



312/3 + e 3 + 6q 3 + 3u 3 + 3d 3 ] + 2h 3 + 2h 3 -~- 16 + n 3 + Z 3121+e+6q+3u+3d]



""3 + 8o~ =0, (3.36)



+2(h+ft)-8+n+ZZm+80,=0.



(3.37)



The seven independent equations are now in eight variables and have a solution in terms of two variables which we choose to be I and e,



h =-(l+e+l),



d = ~2 + 4 / + e,



h = l+e-1, u = 62 _2/_ 3 e.



I, q 92 ~t, = . it 1 o, =



1.



(3.38)
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The remaining equations involving the singlets are then given by 3(2l + e) - 19 + Z z i = 0 ' i 3(2l + e) 3 + 13 + Z



z? =0.



(3.39) (3.40)



i For zero or one singlet this has no rational solution. We performed a numerical scan for singlet charges between - 2 0 and 20 in steps of 1/6. We found no solution for two or three singlets. We found many (sixty-six) solutions with four singlets. Here we present three solutions written in terms of the quantum numbers (21 + e, z~, z2, z3, z4): (l



'



47 3'



(~,-11, ( 1. , _ 2 0 ,



2_5 3, 13),



(3.41)



3'



7~, ~ , 25 3)' 20 47, 47 3, .~ 5-)"



(3.42) (3.43)



Note in Eq. (3.38) that the fermionic component of the octet chiral superfield has Rcharge - 1 and thus the spin-0 component has R-charge 0. Therefore, when supersymmetry is broken the soft-supersymmetry breaking terms in the scalar potential involving only the spin-0 octet are unconstrained. Such a potential typically breaks S U ( 3 ) , . We do not consider these solutions any further 7 . 3.4. Family-dependent g a u g e d U( 1 ) R symmetry



The Standard Model has three generations which are only distinguished by their mass. Clearly this structure requires an explanation. One possibility is that the difference in the families are explained by a horizontal symmetry at very high energies. Thus in general we expect at high energies the electron to have different gauge quantum numbers from the muon or the tau and similarly for the quarks. Only at low energies are the gauge quantum numbers in the effective theory family independent. We shall see in Section 4 that R-symmetries are broken close to the Planck scale. In accordance with this philosophy we thus expect the R-symmetry to be family dependent as well. In this section we investigate the conditions for an anomaly-free family-dependent R-symmetry. We shall denote the R quantum number of the matter fields by el, li, qi, ui, and d i , i = 1,2,3. Motivated by the successes of the work on symmetric mass matrices [30] we shall assume a left-right symmetry for the matter fields (3.44)



Qn( xan ) = Qn( x i ~ ) .



Here a is a flavour index. In particular we have e i = li,



ui = d i = qi,



i = 1,2, 3.



(3.45)



7 After we submitted this paper [39] also considered coloured triplets D = (3, 1,- .~), D = (3, I, ~ ) and obtain anomaly-freesolutions.
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Also motivated by the structure of the quark and lepton masses we shall assume that only the fields of the third generation enter the superpotential. The superpotential for the observable sector is then given by



g(O) =-h33L3~3H+ h~aQ3-~3H+ h3d~Q3U3H+ hNNH-H.



3.46)



The masses for the first and second generation will be generated after the breaking of some symmetry, possibly the R-symmetry. We shall here not further consider the problem of fermion mass. The anomaly cancellation equations will keep the same form as in Eqs. (3.4)-(3.19) but with the factor of 3 outside the quark's and lepton's contributions replaced by ~-~+~=1 and Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6) hold only for the third generation. Making use of our assumption (3.44), (3.45) these equations reduce respectively to -}(/l + 12 +/3) + ~-(q] + q2 + q3) + J ( h + h ) = 0 , h 2 - h 2 =0,



3(l~+13+l~)+12(q~+q3+q3)+2h3+2h3-8+n3+Zz;]=O,



(3.47) (3.48) (3.49)



½(l]+12+13)+ 3(qj+q2+q3)+½(h+[t)+2=O,



(3.50)



2(ql + q2 +q3) + 3 = 0 ,



(3.51)



3(ll+12+13)+12(ql+q2+q3)+2(h+h)+16+n+Zzm=O.



(3.52)



The requirement that the superpotential has homogeneous weight two gives 213 + h = - 1 ,



(3.53)



n + h + h =-1,



(3.54)



2q3 + h = - 1 ,



(3.55)



2q3 + h = - 1 .



(3.56)



Combining all these equations we get h = h = -1, 12 = ~5 - l j ,



q3 ~ 13 = 0 , q2 = - ( ~ + q j ) ,



n=l.



(3.57)



The only remaining equations to solve are (3.52) and 3.49) which simplify to



5~lt(ll



_



5 - 54q+(qJ + ~) 3 + -g155 + Z 7)



3 =0, Zm



(3.58)



Z,m -- 432



(3.59)



We see that at least one singlet must be added. For one extra singlet we find two independent solutions:



q2,11,/2)= ( (q,,q2,1,,12)=( (q],



763, '143 6



6~, 33),



~ , ~ , - 7 , !~).



(3.60) (3.61)
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Table I Fermionic charges of the ten four-singlet solutions with q l = --56, q2 = Ii



I



ZI



~2



g3



Z4



so



7



53 7



47 T



203



2 1



131



95



-T



I1



2, /2 = ~5 _ Ii, q3 =/~ = 0



6



IS5



7



391



6 6_7_? 6



7-



Ill



-3



2



T



7-



IV



-.~



- 24



-g



133 6 263 6 74 -7 s3



25 2 27 -2 25 6 33 ~ 55



131 6 115 -6 36



IX



278



17



187



183



3



2



7-



-5-



X



167



24



497



V Vl



F,



Vll VIII



-T



T



2



4...~3 2



37



7-



1]



67 49 6 3



II



--g



Both solutions have z = ~2. In the next section we shall discuss the breaking of supersymmetry and of the gauged R-symmetry. We shall see that this solution is unsatisfactory in many respects. The charge of the singlet z is positive which leads to an unacceptable cosmological constant. We shall also see that some of the fermionic charges of the observable fields (qi, li, h, ]1) are less than - 1 ; the bosonic charges are then negative. The potential then requires fine-tuning in order to guarantee weak-scale sfermion masses. For two additional singlets we find many solutions. The two solutions with the smallest Iql] values are



(qj,q2,1j,12, zJ,z2)= ( 613,JJ3g, - 1 , 2,-6,-7 (qj,q2,1j,12, zJ,z2)=( 613, 13Jg, - 6 , ~ , - 7 , : ~ ) .



~),



(3.62) (3.63)



These solutions have negative singlet charges which makes it possible to cancel the cosmological constant. However, q~ or q2 < - 1 . We scanned the three-singlet case for appropriate solutions and found one. The fermionic charges are given by {(ql,q2,q3);



(/I,12,/3);



= {(-1,-~,



i 0);



(Zl,Z2, Z3)}



( ~ , 2 , 0 ) ; , :_115 3 , 26, 72o3,, -,}. i



(3.64)



There are three further physically distinct solutions obtained by the interchanges qj ~ q2 and /l *-~ /2. We study this solution in more detail in the next two sections. However, this solution has very large singlet charges and has a gauge-invariant hidden-sector superpotential with very large powers of the singlet fields. We thus also studied the four-singlet solutions. For four singlets we find very many solutions. The solutions with observable field fermionic charges greater than - 1 can be classified in two sets of twelve and ten classes ql = - 1 ,



lj = gIn ,



n=-6



. . . . . 6,



n 4: 0,



(3.65)
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qi = - g ,5



Ii = gIn ,



n = - 6 . . . . . 6,



n 4= - 4 , 0 , 4 .
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(3.66)



Physically distinct solutions are again obtained by the interchange qj ,--+q2 and II ,--+ 12. In (3.65), (3.66) we have disregarded the solutions where 11 = 0. These lead to a further term L I H E j in the superpotential in contradiction to our assumption of dominant third generation Higgs-Yukawa couplings. As we shall see in Section 5 the solutions with q~ = - 1 lead to the simultaneous presence of LiQjDk and UtDmDn in the superpotential. In most cases this leads to an unacceptable level of proton decay. The exceptions are discussed in Ref. [31]. We thus focus on the solutions (3.66). In Table 1 we present the complete charges of one representative of each of the ten classes. In the next section we shall discuss the breaking of supersymmetry and R-symmetry for the three-singlet solution of Eq. (3.64) and the four-singlet solutions of Table 1.



4. Supersymmetry and R-symmetry breaking To have a realistic model both supersymmetry and R-symmetry must be broken at low energies. Since we have a locally supersymmetric theory, it is possible to break supersymmetry spontaneously. The easiest way is to utilize a hidden sector whose fields are singlets with respect to the Standard Model gauge group. Depending on whether the R-symmetry and supersymmetry are to be broken simultaneously or not, (the bosonic component of) these singlets would have or not have non-trivial R-numbers. In the case of a gauged R-symmetry we have shown that anomaly-free models are not possible for leptons and quarks with family-independent R-numbers. When we allow for family-dependent R-numbers for the leptons and quarks while maintaining a left-right symmetry, we obtain many solutions, including (3.64), (3.66). The R-number of the superpotential is 2, and a Fayet-Illiopoulos term is necessarily present in the D-term of the scalar potential. The gR part of this is 8 g2(1)2



(



4) ~



lli~izi~_ ~



,



(4.1)



and we have a cosmological constant of the order of the Planck scale. In a realistic model we must avoid giving the squarks and sleptons superheavy masses [33], otherwise supersymmetry would be irrelevant at low-energies. Thus to lowest order the condition i



4



(niz zi} + ~5 = 0,



(4.2)



must be satisfied. From Eq. (4.1) it should be clear that at least one chiral superfield must have negative (bosonic) R-charge. In a realistic model only the singlets should Here we have assumed that the kinetic energy is minimal and of the form I 2__i



3'=~K



~.i,. +



....
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get a vev at the Planck scale. We thus have the necessary requirement of a negatively charged singlet (fermionic charge < - 1 ). This leads us in the previous section to reject the one-singlet solution. In the general minimization of the potential we also expect negatively charged observable chiral superfields to get a vev. In the previous section we thus imposed the additional constraint that the observable fields have semi-positive bosonic charges. This lead us to the three- and four-singlet solutions. The bosonic components of the only three-singlet solution are given by ( Z l , Z 2 , Z3) = ( -.-T 112-,27, 209] 6 "'



ql = 0 ,



3 /l = ~.



(4.3)



We have chosen z~, z2, z3 such that z~ < z2 < z.3. For a realistic model we must have (z~) ~ O ( s ). The most general polynomial with R-charge 2 for such three singlets is given by



g'(zl, g2, Z3) = K~ (al (KZI) 10(K;~2) (KZ3)I0 q_ a2(KZl )25(KZ2) 14(KZ3 ) 16 ÷a3(KZl )33(KZ2)7(KZ3)30 ÷ a4(KZl) 41 (KZ3) 44 4 . . . )



.



(4.4)



We have only introduced the Planck scale. We take the arbitrary parameters ak = O ( i ). We cannot break supersymmetry via the Polonyi mechanism [32] since a constant is not R-invariant. Instead we find the above superpotential sufficient. When we take at least three non-zero parameters ak in gt then it is possible to find solutions for which the total potential V is positive semi-definite with the value zero at the minimum, and where the D-term is also zero at the minimum. For this we must of course fine-tune the parameters ak. In this case the R-gauge vector boson mass is of the order of the Planck mass. The total superpotential is then taken to be of the form



g = g'(zl, z2, z3) ÷ g~O)(Si),



(4.5)



where g{O) is the observable sector superpotentiai which only depends on the Standard Model superfields Si and is given by (3.3). The most general potential in a locally supersymmetric theory with chiral multiplets & is !



V=~e



~ (G - ' a b~:~'a~' ~ h - 3 ) + ~ g 1 ~2~e~-, /~, j,~¢~ (G~(T,,z)~)(Gb(T~z)b). .



(4.6)



For the three-singlet model we thus obtain the dependence of the R-symmetry D-term on Zl, z2, z3 as 21 2 2 /'le't,-TIz,l'2+27[z212+7-e°91z3}2+~)2 gR~(.~)



(4.7)



From the form of g' it is clear that there is no symmetry in z~, z2, z3 and their vevs will be unequal. For the D-term to vanish at the minimum we must have [z2[ < ~121zl I, and I z31 < 2224 ~ z . By fine-tuning the parameters ak it might be possible to arrange for I J Then if we start with the natural Planck scale Z' i Iz2L ~ z3 ~ l lzl[ so that lztl ~ 75Z" the effective value of g' will be 7' ' , w h e r e m , = 7j, 5/,±~21 e (½)" i s ° f ° r d e r O ( 1 0 2 G e V ) "
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To be honest we must stress that studying such potentials is a very difficult task and needs a careful analysis. We shall assume that zl, z2, z3 ~ (,9( ~ ) with coefficients less than one, so that when these fields are integrated out one gets (K2g ') = ms. By integrating the hidden sector fields z~, zz, z3 one obtains the effective potential as a function of the light fields zi. It was shown in Ref. [39] that one combination of the singlets is absorbed by the R-vector boson giving it a Planck mass while its partner is a scalar also of the Planck mass. All other scalars are of the order of m,, the supersymmetry mass scale. Integrating out the heavy scalar field amounts to substituting, to lowest order, the D = 0 equation in the gR term. One can easily show that the correction to the potential is of order gR(x 2 2ms) 4 2. This is extremely small implying that in the low-energy sector the gR contributions to the effective potential are unobservable. The general form of the effective potential is [34]



Veff=l~.il2 +m2]zilZ +m,.(zi~,i+ ( a -



3)~, +h.c.) + ½~z(zi(T~z)i) e,



(4.8)



where ~ is related to g~O) through a multiplicative factor depending on the details of the hidden sector. Similarly for A and ms which is given by m,. = (K2g'). The D-term now does not include terms for U ( I ) R . ThUS in our models the low-energy effective potential is identical to that of the minimal supersymmetric Standard Model: 2_



v = ILil z + m,l~,l



2



+



ms



(zig,i q- (A - 3)~ + b.c.)



+~g2(H.o.aH+~*o.~-H) 2 + ~g , , z ( H * H - H * - H )2 .



(4.9)



The above potential has R-breaking terms present in ~ a n d z i g , i . Together with the terms in m2lzi] 2 they break supersymmetry softly. We can use the tree-level effective action plus the renormalization group equations to find the radiative corrections and the R-breaking effects present. The three-singlet solution is problematic with the UDD couplings as will be clear in the next section. Therefore, we must consider the four-singlet solutions which we required to avoid such a problem. The superpotentials for the ten different classes are given in Table 2. As before we have to tune the parameters ak so that the potential is positive definite and so that ]z]] . . . . . Iz41 ~ 49(~) with coefficients less than one so as to induce a scale such that (KZg~) = ms = O( 102 GeV). The effective potential takes the same form as in the three-singlet case, but with different R-numbers for the squarks and sleptons. It is possible to add direct gaugino masses because the action contains the term e~{;IGt-j ~f,,¢~, k ~ , ~ ,



(4.10)



which for the canonical choice of the kinetic energy becomes



¼e"2 " "_i/ 4 ( g ,



if_ ~t¢ I 2 Z-i g)



- a 13 f,,l~.iAeA R.



(4.1 1)



ThUS if we choose



fo B = 3~,jef ( zi),



(4.12)
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Table 2 R-invariant superpotentials for the ten different classes of anomaly-free solutions with ql = - ~5. We have only kept the lowest four terms I



I1 I11



K3g/ = (al (KZl)2(KZ2)2(KZ3)2 -- O2(KZl)7(KZ2)2(KZ3) (KZ4) 6 -r-a3(KZl )8(KZ2)2(KZ3 )5 (K2"A)4+ aa(K21 )9(KZ2)2(KZ3)9(KZ4)2) K3g t = (al (KZl)4(KZ2)4(KZ3) (KZ4) 3 -1- a2(KZl )7(KZ 3 )7 (K7.,4)2 +a3( KZ,])5( KZ2)2( KZ3)2( KZ4) 13 Jr- a4( gZl )6(KZ2)7(KZ4) 10) K3g t = (al (KT~I)5(KZ2)II (KZ3)2(KZ4) Jr- 02 (KZI)6(K2~2)14(KZ3)2(KZ4)3



VIII



--a3(KZl)5(KZ3)3(K'.,4)I8 + Oa(KZl )6(KZ2)3(KZ3)3(KZ4)20) K3Rt = (al(KZl)5(KZ2)(~rZ3)4(KZ4) + a2(KZl)6(Kz3)a(Kz4) 4 +a3(xz,1 )7(KZ2)7(KZ3 )3 + O4(KZl )8(KZ2)6(KZ3)3(KZ4)3 ) K3g" = (al (KZI)5(KZ2)3(KZ3)2(KZ4) 2 -~- O2(KZl )7(KZ2)4(KZ3) (KZ4)6 +a3(KZI)IO(Kz3)IO(Kz4) + an(KZI)IO(Kz2)5(KZ3) 7) K3g ~ = (al (K'Zl)2(KS2)5(KZ4) 3 -1- a2(KZl )6(K2:3 ) 7 +a3(KZl)5(KZ2)8(KZ4) 7 + a4(KZl)n(Kz2)I3(KZ3)3(KZ4) 3) K3g~ = ((/I (KZl)4( KZ,2)5(Kr.4) jr_ a2(KZl )9(KZ2)2(KZ3)8 +a3( Kzl )9( K22)3( KZ3)6( KZA)3 Jr- an( Kzl )9 ( KZ2)4( KZ3)4( KZ4)6) K3g t = (al (KZl)3(KZ2)3(KZ3) Jr- a2(KZ] )2(KZ2)3(KZ4)5



IX



K3g t



IV W VI VII



X



+a3( KZl )6( K•2)2( KZ3)5( KZ4)4 -1- a4 (K2~l)6(KZ2)6(KZ3)2(KZ4)4) (al (KZl)4(KZ2)5(KZ3)4(KZ4)3 -[- a2 (KZl)6(KZ2)2(t'C'23)9(KZ4)3 +a3(KZl ) (KZ2)I7(KZ3)4(KZ4) q- a4(KZl )3(KZ2)14(KZ3)9(KZ4)) x3S,/= (al (KZl)4(Kz3)a(KZ4)4 + a2(KZl )IO(KTo2)3(KZ3)9(KZ4) 3 +a3(KZl)7(KZ2)IO(KZ3)a(Kz4)7 + a4(K2:l )9(Kz3)9(KZn) 12) =



which will induce direct gaugino masses of order (K2g t) = O(ms) at the tree level. It is clear that gaugino masses will also be induced by radiative corrections [9,10].



5. Applications to R-parity violation When extending the Standard Model to supersymmetry new dimension-four Yukawa couplings are allowed which violate baryon and lepton number. When determining our solutions to the anomaly equations we have explicitly assumed that the superpotential conserves R-parity and that all these terms were forbidden. However, this was merely a working assumption, since we are mainly interested in an anomaly-free supersymmetric model with a gauged R-symmetry and the superpotentials (3.3) (family-independent) or (3.46) (family-dependent) posed the minimal number of constraints. Whether Rz, is conserved or not should only depend on gauge symmetries at the high-energy scale. Therefore, we now investigate which Rp violating terms are allowed in the anomaly-free models (3.64), (3.66). In order to determine the allowed superpotential terms we must consider the charge combinations of the leptons and the quarks. We shall denote by 1 = (ll,12,/3), and q = (ql, q2, q3) the set of family-dependentfermionic lepton and quark charges. For the three-singlet model they are given in Eq. (3.64). For the four singlet case we had twenty
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Table 3 Leptonic fermionic charges of the ten four-singlet solutions with ql = - 5 Model



Lepton charges



I



1= ( - - 1 , } , 0 )



II 1II



1 = t. - ~'~, y L0 , 0 "J l = (-½,3,0)



iv



t



(



I



17 ( l "



v



VI



1= (1,7,0)



VII VIll



l=(/,~,0) l = ( / , 2,0)



IX X



5 5 l = (g,~,o) 1=(1,3,0)



models with q = ( - 1 , - 3 , 0J) and ten models with q = ( - ~ , - 7 , 2 0). The corresponding leptonic charges are given in Table 3. In all three- and four-singlet models h = h = - 1 . The possible dimension-four terms are



LiLjEk,



LiQjDk,



UiDjDk,



/2LiH,



(5.1)



where /2 is a dimensionful parameter. The indices i, j, k are generation indices and we have suppressed the gauge group indices. In the first term we must have i v~ j due to an anti-symmetry in the SU(2)L indices. Similarly, in the third term we must have j # k due to the S U ( 3 ) c structure. We have included the last term because the symmetry U ( I ) 8 distinguishes between the leptonic superfields Li and the Higgs H and thus cannot be rotated away. In our notation and with the left-right symmetry the U ( I ) R charges of the above terms are given by



QR( LiLjEk) =li + lj + lk =~ --1,



(5.2)



QR( LiQjDk ) = li + qj + q, ~ - 1 ,



(5.3)



QR( Uil~ i--Ok) = qi ~- qj -1- qk =-- --1,



(5.4)



QR( Li-H) =li + -h =-- O.



(5.5)



The last equality in each line is the requirement on the fermionic charges for U(1)R



gauge invariance. The LiH term is different just because we are considering the fermionic charges. The superfield charges must add to +2 for all terms. For the three-singlet solution we obtain the following GSM x U ( 1 ) R additional dimension-four terms:



LL-E" none



(5.6)



L Q D " LtQjD2, LIQ2DI; L3QID3, L3Q3DI, L3Q2D2,



(5.7)



U D D " U3DID3, U2D2D3,



(5.s)
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LQD and UDD terms together can lead to a dangerous level of proton decay. Recently, Carlson, Roy and Sher [ 31] studied the proton decay rates from all possible combinations. They found that some of the above combinations are more weakly bound than expected. But for example the product of Yukawa couplings for the operators U2D2D3 and LQ-D is restricted to be smaller than 10-9. We thus exclude the three-singlet solution. Similarly we also exclude the four singlet solutions with ql = - 1 . This is the reason why in the previous section we restricted ourselves to the case qj = - g5. For the ten models of Table 1 we find the following sets of gauge-invariant R-parity violating dimension-four terms: I" LIL3-E.~, LIQ3-D3, III " Lj L3EI, IV" LIQzD3, LIQ3D2,



V" LIQjD3, LjQ3Dj,



(5.9)



VII" LIQ2D2, VIII" LIQjD2, LIQzDj, X" LjH. When determining solutions to the anomaly equations we had an additional set of solutions under the interchange lj *--, 12 and q~ ~ q2. We can thus obtain a further set of allowed R-parity violating models I' : L2L3E3, L2Q3-D3, III':



L2L3E2,



IV': L2Q203, L2Q302, I V " : L2QID3, L2Q3DI, I V " : LIQI-D3, LjQ3DI, v ' : Lj Q2D3, Ll Q302, V ' : L2QI-'D3, L2Q3DI,



(5.10)



V " : L2Q2D3, L2Q3D2, VII' : LjQ~DI, VII" : L2Qj-D1, VII'" : L2Q2D2, VIII': L2QID2, L2Q2DI, X': L2H. We find the interesting point that we have models with only LL-E type couplings, others with only LiH or LQD couplings. We also have three sets II, VI, IX where R-parity
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is conserved. Thus there is no logical connection between a conserved R-symmetry and the status of R-parity. They are independent concepts. The LI,2H term has a dimensionful coupling/2 similar to the/z term of the MSSM. Its natural value in our local supersymmetric models is K-j . At low energies, we can rotate away this term and thus generate LL-E, LQ-D interactions which are strongly constrained experimentally [36]. These bounds translate into/2 < O(m~). In order to avoid a further hierarchy problem we require the absence of LiH terms and therefore exclude the models X, X ~. Interestingly enough, most of the models (I, I', IV, .... IV "t, V,.... V " , VII ..... VII "t, VIII, VIII~) predict sizeable LI.2QiDj interactions. The first set leads to resonant squark production at HERA which has been investigated in detail in Ref. [37]. This should be observable with an integrated luminosity of about 100 pb - j for squark masses below 275 GeV. The second set also lead to observable signals at HERA even for very small couplings as discussed in Ref. [38]. We point out that only in model I we have additional terms L~HN. These conserve R-parity provided N is interpreted as a right-handed neutrino. Lj H N is a Dirac neutrino mass and requires a very small Yukawa coupling. We thus exclude model I. It is interesting to note that even though for the Higgs-Yukawa couplings the third generation is dominant this is not necessarily the case for the Rp violating interactions.



6. Conclusion



The purpose of this paper has been to take a first step towards model building with a gauged R-symmetry. We have discussed in detail that an R-symmetry can only be gauged in local supersymmetry since it does not commute with the supersymmetry generator. We showed that electroweak extensions of the minimal superpotential do not lead to an anomaly-free theory, independently of the number of Standard Model singlets added. We found anomaly-free family-independent R-symmetric models by adding an SU( 3 )c octet chiral superfield. This however typically breaks SU(3)c. We then discussed in detail the family-dependent anomaly-free R-symmetry. Making assumptions based on mass matrix considerations we found solutions with one, two, three and four additional singlets. We discarded the one- and two-singlet solutions based on the symmetry breaking pattern. For the three- and four-singlet solutions we analysed the gauge- and supersymmetry breaking. The U( 1)R symmetry is necessarily broken near the Planck scale because of the Fayet-Illiopoulos term. This could naturally lead after symmetry breaking to an expansion parameter of order the Wolfenstein parameter which is required for a dynamical generation of the correct mass matrix structure. We generated the supersymmetry scale of the order of the weak scale because of the large powers in the superpotential. The large powers were determined by the R-symmetry. We have allowed for the possibility of a solution to the mu-problem via an additional singlet. But there is no potential for this singlet. We shall show in Ref. [40] how a proper solution to the mu-problem can be obtained.
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In the last section we discuss in detail the Rp violating structure of our models. We find that R-symmetry and R-parity are disconnected concepts. We exclude a large class of our models because they lead to an unacceptable level of proton decay. The remaining solutions typically predict LQD R-parity violation which could be observed at HERA. We expect gauged R-symmetries to be a useful model-building tool in the future.
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